Student researcher computer vision and machine learning

The AI Video Analytics team at IBM Research in Haifa develops advanced algorithms and models for video analysis and understanding using computer vision, machine learning and deep learning. The algorithms we develop are targeted to be part of IBM products that are used by clients around the world. We also author and present publications in top academic venues.

**Major responsibilities**
- Research, design, implement and evaluate new computer vision and machine learning algorithms
- Collaborate closely with team members to drive solutions and services from prototype to delivery
- Work closely with software engineering teams to drive scalable, real-time implementations

**Required Technical and Professional Expertise**
Academic background in computer vision, machine learning and/or image processing, relevant programming skills.
Practical experience is an advantage.
Student for MSc or PhD in the field of Computer Vision, Machine learning or related domains. Bsc students can also be relevant with the right courses/experience.

**APPLY HERE:**
OSNATL@IBM.COM

IBM